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Danny Pettry’s Welcome Message
Hey – hey – hey there rec therapist friend –
Welcome to the July 2018 issue of Rec Therapy Today!
You’ll find some useful information in this issue. We’ve updated RecTherapyToday.com!
You’ll get some free humor therapy tips, self-care tips, information about Diversional
Therapy in New Zealand, and information about Wellbeing Initiatives.
Enjoy this issue.
Tell others about Rec Therapy Today.
Email me if you have news you want posted in Rec Therapy Today.
Danny@DannyPettry.com
Your friend and partner in Rec Therapy, Danny Pettry,

Danny W. Pettry II, M.Ed., LPC, NCC, CTRS, Lifetime Member of ATRA
Founder of Danny Pettry’s Rec Therapy CEUs and Rec Therapy Today
Danny Pettry LLC, 1509 Walnut St. # 5, Kenova, WV 25530

Danny Pettry’s Personal email: Danny@DannyPettry.com

 Need CEUs? Go here: http://www.DannyPettry.com/courses.html
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Inspirational Quote of the Month
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Your RecTherapyToday.com Has
Been Recently Updated
We won’t’ tell you much about it right now.
You’ll just have to stop by, visit, and check it out yourself.

Proudly, the largest FREE newsletter for Recreational Therapists in the
world. Discover why we have 11,000 subscribers!

Go here and check out the all new
website created just for you:
http://www.rectherapytoday.com
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Behavioral Health Specialization
By Danny Pettry
First, I consider myself to be humble. I’m surely not the
greatest recreational therapist out there. I’m constantly
growing and learning with 16+ years of experience in the
field.
I am considered as an influencer in the field with my
newsletter and blog.
I’ve decided to become a role model for the advanced
specialization offered by NCTRC.
I’m definitely proud to say that I’m now acknowledged by
NCTRC for having advanced specialization in Behavioral
Health. I hope to encourage you to get advanced
specialization too!
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Humor Therapy Section

Danny’s Suggestion:
Attend a Live Training before the end of 2018
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Self-Care Matters to Your Mental Health:
Here’s How to Practice It
Submitted by: Brad Krause

Photo Credit: Pixabay

Does self-care seem like a luxury to you? If you’re not practicing self-care, you could be
doing some serious harm to your mental health. Simple self-care practices, like getting
enough sleep or managing stress, may seem trivial, but they are essential in
maintaining good mental health. Want to know how you can add these beneficial selfcare practices to your regular routine? Here are the practices that will benefit you the
most and how to incorporate them into your life.
Get to Sleep at Night
You may be surprised to know that sleep is one of the most important elements of selfcare. Sleep is something we’ve learned to do without and something we are all too
willing to sacrifice. But studies show that we are sacrificing our health by missing out on
sleep. Lack of sleep can impair our mental health and make it harder to cope with the
stress of everyday life. So make sure you have a good evening routine set up to get the
sleep you need. Fine tune a relaxation routine that helps calm your mind at night. Dump
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your thoughts to truly relax and avoid those bright screens to get your mind turned off
faster.
Make Time to Relax
As much as you need sleep, you also need time during the day to simply relax.
Constantly committing to a busy schedule can leave you mentally burned out. Schedule
some time to partake in activities that help you relax. Unwind in a comfy chair with your
favorite book or see a movie with a friend. You can even spend some time just doing
nothing! Spend some time relaxing on your porch or float your cares away in your pool.
Doing nothing can be harder than it seems, so practice emptying your mind to become
a “nothing” pro.
Don’t Self-Medicate
Too often, people turn to alcohol or drugs to cope with stress and anxiety. Some people
even turn to prescription drugs to relieve pressure in their lives. Avoid the dangers of
addiction and find healthier ways to manage your mental health. Hobbies are a good
way to relax after a stressful day or calm an anxious mind. Even exercise can help
boost your mood, and a fitness routine is a good way to stay positive and healthy. If you
are afraid you may have a problem with drugs or alcohol, know the signs of addiction
and when it may be time to seek professional help.
Deal with Stress
One of the main focuses of self-care is the reduction or management of stress. Stress
can severely impact your mental health, causing anxiety, depression, and other
negative effects. So find positive methods for managing the stress levels in your life.
Meditation has been proven to provide much-needed stress relief for even the busiest of
people. Set up a quiet space in your home, or even at the office, so that you can take a
meditation break when needed. Can’t get into meditation but still want to mitigate
stress? Try these tricks instead.
Don’t Take on Too Much
If you’re constantly stressed and find your schedule completely packed, you may be
taking on too much. If you want to stay healthy, you can’t say “yes” to everything and
everyone. Knowing when to say “no” and how to say “no” can go a long way in
preserving your mental health. If you have a problem passing on projects or
opportunities, use these tips to help you say “no” in a way that won’t cause extra
anxiety. Try to keep some room in your schedule so you can stay committed to self-care
and won’t feel so overwhelmed all the time.

Self-care isn’t selfish. It’s a way to keep your mental health in check and incorporate
important wellness practices into your life. So use these tricks to start your own selfcare routine and start taking care of your own mental health.
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Diversional Therapy helping to combat
loneliness and isolation in older adults in
New Zealand by Registered Diversional
Therapist
Submitted by: Orquidea Tamayo Mortera
Diversional Therapy is a rather a new profession in the New Zealand healthcare
system. “Diversional Therapy involves the organisation, design, coordination and
implementation of person centred leisure programs”. (New Zealand Society of
Diversional Therapist Inc., (NZSDT, 2018). Diversional Therapists focus on the
improvement of clients’ quality of life, by providing ongoing support to the clients’
psychological, emotional, spiritual, social and physical needs and well-being.
Diversional Therapists develop non-pharmacological interventions that include social,
recreational and leisure engagement programs for group and individuals, and aims to
enhance the individual’s quality of life. Some Diversional Therapists like me specialize
in working with older adults to keep them socially connected in order to enhance their
overall wellbeing and minimize the effects of loneliness and social isolation. For
example, a Diversional Therapist may focus on improving social connection through
specialised Poi classes or Body Percussion.
The New Zealand ageing population is rapidly growing, the latest update from the
Ministry for Seniors (2017) states that by 2036 one in 4.5 New Zealanders will be aged
65-plus; a total of 1,258,500 million people. A current study, Jamieson et al., (2017)
showed that over 15,000 older adults are lonely in New Zealand. This is equal to one in
five older people. Loneliness could also have a negative impact on individual’s health,
overall wellbeing and mortality.
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Diversional Therapists believed that leisure and recreation play an important part in the
increase of social connectedness, having as a consequence the improvement in the
quality of life of older adults. Elders need social interactions, recreation and leisure
engagements to lift their spirits and to enhance feelings of wellbeing.
Diversional Therapy programs in New Zealand foster contentment that helps individuals
to prevent feelings of loneliness and isolation. Feelings that are detrimental to older
adults’ health.
The ageing population in New Zealand demands health care professionals that
specialize in fostering person centre care, holistic approaches and non-pharmacological
interventions. Diversional Therapists in New Zealand have the skills to incorporate
innovative interventions that are likely to enhance older adults’ social connections and
wellbeing.
Diversional Therapy is slowly becoming a core component of the Aged Care service
delivery in New Zealand.

References
Jamieson, H. A., Gibson, H. M., Abey-Nesbit, R., Ahuriri-Driscoll, A., Keeling, S., &
Schluter, P. J. (December 12, 2017). Profile of ethnicity, living arrangements and
loneliness amongst older adults in Aotearoa New Zealand: A national crosssectional study. Australasian Journal on Ageing.
Ministry for Seniors (2017). Our Ageing Population. Retrieved Thursday, 21 December
from http://www.superseniors.msd.govt.nz/about-superseniors/media/keystatistics.html
The New Zealand Society of Diversional Therapists Inc. (2018). What is Diversional
Therapy. Retrieved Sunday 28, January from
http://www.diversionaltherapy.net.nz/about/what-is-diversional-therapy/
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FINAL NOTICE -- Course Closing
This course topic will be discontinued on July 31st, 2018 because
the required book is out of print. We were able to buy up the last
few copies of the required book.

Writing Functional Outcome Goals in
Recreation Therapy
0.3 CEUs (three clock hours of continuing education)
TR Knowledge Area:
Planning the Intervention: Methods of writing measurable goals and
behavioral objectives
Course Objective:
Independent learner will read Hogberg, P. & Johnson, M. (1994).
Reference Manual for writing rehabilitation therapy treatment plans.
Venture Publishing: State College, PA and read three online articles. These
articles require no additional cost and pass an online quiz with at least 70%
score or better. Unlimited time to complete course.
Bonus Book Included with Purchase:

Anyone who signs-up before end of June 2018 will get the
required book sent to them for free. Limit to first ten people only.

Register for this course right
now at this link:
http://bit.ly/2sthPfT
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Need 50 Hours of Continuing Education?

New Monthly Installment Plan
Your Required Books Included FREE
You’re guaranteed to pass!
Session Content is
CE Pre-approved by NCTRC
Unlimited Time to Complete Your Courses

Check it out here:
http://www.dannypettry.com/50.html
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June Contest Winners

Kathryn from Lake Mary, FL won the Dinosaur Contest!
She received:





a five clock hour self-study course ($80 Value) with the required book included
Danny Pettry’s Dinosaur activities book
Jurassic World (2015) DVD
Four dinosaur toys

Do you want to be a real winner? It's simple.
Invest in your education. Invest in your career. Invest in your success.
That's the way to be a winner.
Go here: http://www.DannyPettry.com/courses.html
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Now Hiring Course Instructors
Do you want to teach a course at RecTherapyCEUs.com?
We’ll make it super easy for you.

Anyone can teach at our site!
Danny Pettry is seeking people who are passionate about sharing their
knowledge with others.

People who teach a course at our RecTherapyCEUs.com will earn royalty
payments every time a person signs-up for their course.

Email: Danny@DannyPettry.com if you’re interested in teaching a course
and he’ll send you our free orientation training so you’ll be completely
prepared. Danny will make it super easy for you to teach a course.
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Infographic of the Month
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Rec Therapist of the Month

Orquidea Tamayo Mortera
1. Your degree and college: National Certificate in Diversional Therapy. From
ITO Career force in Auckland, New Zealand.

2. Are you a CTRS? If so – for how long?: In New Zealand we are known as
Registered Diversional Therapists, which is the equivalent to a Certified
Recreational Therapist in the USA or Canada.

3. Are you an ATRA member? In New Zealand we have our own New Zealand
Society of Diversional Therapist (NZSDT Inc.), which is the professional body
equivalent to ATRA in the USA.

4. Awards: 2016 The National New Zealand Aged Care Association Stand Out
Individual Award (Finalist), 2017 The National Kiwi Bank New Zealander of the
Year Local Hero Medal and 2017 The National New Zealand Aged Care
Association Community Connections Award.
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5. Why did you become a rec therapist? I have always been passionate about
helping others. Having grown up in a culture which cares for older people, I just
knew I wanted to work in something related to Human Rights. I wanted to make
a real difference, so I completed a Bachelors Degree on International Relations
and Human Rights; however it wasn’t enough close to the people that I wanted
to work. A few years after doing some traveling and working overseas I came to
New Zealand and came across the National Certificate in Diversional Therapy, so
I did it. I was then able to work directly with people with disabilities, mental
health and senior citizens. I truly found my passion in Age Care and I have been
working in this sector for the last 10 years. My passion and dream to enhance
people’s wellbeing and quality of life came true.

6. What do type of setting do you current work? I am the Group Diversional
Therapist for The Selwyn Foundation in New Zealand. I oversee and support
other DT’s within the organisation with all the recreational programs for the
retirement villages, rest care homes, hospital & palliative care home and the
memory support care homes where people living with Dementia live.

7. What population do you provide services for? Older Adults mainly (over
65)

8. What types of recreation therapy interventions do you provide? Music
and Dancing Therapy, Body Percussion, Specialize Poi/TaiChi/Zumba/Yoga,
Cognitive Stimulation Therapy, Art and Animal Therapy, Improvisation for older
adults, Poetry, Eco therapy and all the others basic recreational interventions
such as arts and craft, painting and housie.

9. What do you love about your work? Making a difference in peoples lives.
Providing older adults with meaningful interactions and supporting them to
realize that there is still a lot that they can offer to the community despite their
age and physical or cognitive abilities.
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10. What would you recommend a new rec therapist to do? To always keep
their mind open and be flexible, to keep paving new ways to do things, to keep
learning, but mostly to enjoy the little moments with their clients.

11. Where do you see the future of rec therapy? I would love to see rec
therapy fully incorporated as part of the health care systems funding. It truly
upsets me that people keep providing medication to “fix” peoples behaviours,
instead of looking at providing holistic alternatives such as Rec Therapy which
incorporates music therapy or dancing therapy. Elements that which could be
cheaper than filling up people with pills and in many cases more effective.

12. Who is a recreation therapist who you admire and why? There is
something unique about Recreational Therapists that I do admire the most. The
ability to remain humble, if you look everywhere you are unable to find their
names online. They are unsung heroes and many people don’t even get to know
their faces like would with a celebrity. But if I have to choose one, I would say
Ann James, a while ago I read about her online and her story really inspired me.
Ann completed her Ph.D. and began teaching at Clemson University in South
Carolina in 1975. From her experiences working in isolated areas, Ann learned to
appreciate and cherish opportunities to gather with colleagues at professional
conferences where they could compare notes, update skills together, and
commiserate about shared stressors. She is a Rec that inspires me!

13. What other information would you like to share? I would love to
encourage Rec Therapists across the USA and other countries to reach out for
each other, to learn about cultural and emotional intelligence and to never lose
the focus and the passion of why they became rec therapists. I have noticed
recently that we all have the same struggles and it is great to be able to see that
someone, somewhere else in the planet is going through the same despite
language or culture.

14.
What do you enjoy about Rec Therapy Today? All the learning, the
sharing of ideas, meeting new people, getting inspired and more.
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Book of the Month

Therapeutic Recreation Processes and Techniques, 8th Ed.
Evidence-Based Recreational Therapy
ISBN/ISSN:

9781571679284

Copyright:

2018

Edition:

8th

Pages:

600

Dimensions: 7 x 10
Format:

Paperback

Author(s):

David R. Austin

An extensive and up-to-date treatment on the topic of recreational therapy, the eighth
edition of Therapeutic Recreation Processes and Techniques: Evidence-Based
Recreational Therapy continues to focus on the practice of recreational therapy, with a
philosophy of practice that has been consistent since the first edition in 1982.
Like prior editions, this new edition attempts to offer a theory-based, evidence-based,
client-centered approach to practice, offering many new references and an expanded
discussion of facilitation techniques.
This edition also emphasizes aspects of practice rated as critical in recreational therapy
and offers information on recreational therapy topics such as the helping relationship,
leadership, communication skills, and clinical supervision.
Get this book here:

http://bit.ly/2KwLW0l
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Game of the Month

Fitness Skillastics - Large Group Activity that Positively Promotes
Physical Activity in a Fun, Non-Threatening Atmosphere
Description:




One of our most popular Skillastics Activity Kits
Physical Education, After School and 21st Century Learning Programs
Enhances interest in Physical Activity
 Fitness Skillastics Includes: Fitness Skillastics Kids fitness programs, One (1), 5’ x 7’ Durable
Activity Mat, Six (6), 20” x 27” Durable Miniature Mats, Twenty-Six (26), Laminated 5” x 7” Task
Cards (for practice and familiarization), Instructional DVD, Six (6), Multi-Colored Foam Die, Six (6),
Multi-Colored Beanbag Markers, Detailed Instructional Manual, 10 additional team-building activities
included, Muscle group recognition activities included, Convenient Nylon Backpack Storage Bag

Get this game at our amazon affiliate ink:

https://amzn.to/2IFK68g
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American Therapeutic Recreation Association Section

Disclaimers
Disclosure: Danny Pettry is not an ATRA board member. Danny Pettry is not a hired
spokesperson for ATRA. The association is not affiliated with Danny Pettry’s Rec
Therapy Today. Danny Pettry is a lifetime member of the ATRA. Danny Pettry has
an ATRA section in his Rec Therapy Today newsletter with hopes to increase ATRA
membership.

2018 Conference
https://www.atra-online.com/general/custom.asp?page=ProgramACon

https://www.atra-online.com/general/custom.asp?page=ProgramACon
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Word Search
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Danny Pettry’s Section
My niece Alyssa wants to write her first children’s book about her three pet
cats. The book will be titled, “My Sweet Cats.” My sister, Carrie (Alyssa’s
mom) are taking photos of their three cats that have sweet names: Jello,
Cupcake, and Pudding. Keep an eye out for updates about the book.
Here are some pictures:
Left: at IHOP – photo by my sister
Right: a bunny craft that I helped Alyssa to create
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Rec Therapy Today is a trademark brand of:
Danny Pettry® A West Virginia Limited Liability Company
(Founded in 2007).
Rec Therapy Today™ is made possible from these
Danny Pettry® brands
Are you seeking advanced
specialization in beahvioral
health? Check this out:

Do you need CEUs to maintain
your national certification? Check
this out:

™

®
www.RecTherapyCEUs.com

www.NorthAdvanced.com
Do you want to start your own
recreation therapy business?
Check this out:

Do you need leisure education
resources? Check this out:

™
www.StaRTbuttonTRaining.com

™
www.TeachLeisure.com
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Wellbeing Initiatives
Contributed by Jeff Witman, Ed.D., CTRS, FDRT
There is one daily interaction that regularly produces a fair amount of lying rather than truth telling.
Hi!
How ya doing?
Fine thanks, and you?
Doing well!

The probable reality is that neither are even close. For many people the honest response to “How’s it
going?” would be “Don’t even ask!” “Hanging in there” is another frequent response which indicates a
less than positive mind set. Steve Gleason (2016), in discussing his response to ALS, rejects it saying:

I have no intention to hang in there or survive. I intend to keep living a purposeful, productive life, and do
what I love. (p. 124)

Which brings us to the preferred state- GREAT. Not just surviving but thriving or as Lynn Anderson and
Linda Heyne have described it- FLOURISHING. A sense of wellbeing across the domains of our existence
characterized by successful, satisfying engagement with life. Components include perceptions of
physical, social, psychological, spiritual, cognitive and leisure strengths and limitations.

Process considerations include promoting wellbeing and hardiness. Promotion of wellbeing involves
opportunities for positive emotions, engagement, relationships, meaningfulness and achievement
(Seligman,). It can also involve encouragement of self acceptance and of autonomy (Reiff)

Physical: Are you sick and tired of being sick and tired?
-

Eating and drinking healthy
Exercising
Regularly scheduling medical/dental checkups

Skill set- Balance, Endurance, Flexibility, Coordination
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Social: Limited giving and receiving of support and love?
-

Connecting with others
Listening and communicating effectively
Affiliating with groups and organizations
Helping and being helped

Skill set- Listening, Communication, Cooperation, Assertiveness

Psychological: Stress getting the best of you?
-

Expressing emotions
Feeling confident and empowered
Managing stress

Skill set- Stress Management, Self Awareness/Acceptance, Emotional Intelligence, Sense of Humor,
Grit/Perseverance

Spiritual: Do your deeds match your creeds?
-

Expressing beliefs and values
Drawing strength/direction from my faith
Acting on my beliefs to improve the world around me

Skill set- Prayer/meditation/reflection, Meaning/purpose, Optimism/hope

Cognitive: Did Alex Trebek have it right when he declared that “learning new things is fun”?

-

Demonstrating creativity
Savoring mental stimulation and challenge
Committed to lifelong learning

Skill set- Memory, problem-solving, analysis, critical thinking, decision- making
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Leisure: Lifestyle high in boredom and frustration?
-

Participating in experiences that promote connections with others
Engaging in experiences which meet personal needs
Managing time effectively

Skill set- Activity interests/skills, knowledge of leisure resources, self-promotion of flow/balance

Other areas to consider: Pleasure/Hedonism (Drugs-Sex-Rock & Roll), Occupational/Vocational,
Financial, Environmental/Community, and Activities of Daily Living (ADL’s)

The assessment tools on the next few pages are designed to provide perspective on individual wellbeing
(Well-Being Index, WBI) and promotion of wellbeing through RT (RT Outcomes Relevant to Well-Being).
Details on the development of the scales can be found in:

Bibliography
Witman, J., Jacob, S., Anderson, L., Heyne, L. & Malcarne, B. (2014). The well-being index (WBI): A pilot
project. Therapeutic Recreation Journal, 48 (2), 188-198.
Witman, J. & Malcarne, B. (2017, Spring). Promoting well-being in recreational therapy: A pilot study.
ATRA Newsletter, 33 (1), 12-14.
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Well-Being Index (WBI)
Use the following scale to indicate your level of agreement with the statements below:
0 = strongly disagree 1 = mildly disagree 2= unsure 3 = mildly agree 4 = strongly agree
____A. I relate well to others
____B. I live my life hopefully
____C. The way I live my life is consistent with my values and beliefs
____D. I have poor health
____E. I think in a focused way
____F. I belong to social groups which I value
____G. I learn eagerly
____H. I feel controlled by others
____I. I feel happy
____J. I am optimistic
____K. My leisure experiences positively impact other areas of my life
____L. I have trouble solving problems
____M. I have lots of energy
____N. I do not have a sense of meaning and purpose
____ O. My fitness level is high
____ P. I find enjoyment in my leisure experiences
____Q. I don’t often get to do what I enjoy in my leisure
____ R. I don’t have friends

Scoring:
Leisure:

K + P = ___ - Q = ___

Physical: M + O = ___ - D = ___

Social: A + F = ___ - R = ___

Cognitive:

E + G = ___ - L = ___

Spiritual: B + C = ___ - N = ___

Psychological/Emotional: I + J = ___ - H = ___
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RT Outcomes Relevant to Well-Being
Participants in Activity and Recreational Therapy Services………
Rate each outcome from 0 = none of the time
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

through 10= all of the time

______ experience positive emotions
______ make choices and act upon them
______ feel good about who they are
______ are turned off to working with others
______ experience success
______ are frustrated by the difference between what they are and what they would
like to be
______ connect and identify with the with group
______ experience meaning and purpose
______ experience a level of challenge that’s a good match for their skills
______ have pleasant, enjoyable experiences
______ accept their strengths and weaknesses
______ have their preferences respected
______ fail to meet their goals
______ develop positive relationships with others
______ are bored by tasks that are too easy or frustrated by tasks that are too hard
______ accomplish things
______ are completely absorbed in the tasks in which they participate
______ have little control of what will be done and how it will be conducted
______ sense that what they are doing is not important
______ experience being part of something that is bigger than “self”
______ experience negative emotions
Scoring

Positive Emotions: 1___ + 10___ = ___ - 21___ =_____
Engagement: 9___ + 17___ = ___ - 15___ =_____
Relationships: 7___ + 14___ = ___ - 4___ =_____
Meaning: 8___ + 20___ = ___ -19___ =_____
Accomplishment: 5___ + 16___ = ___ -13___ =_____
Self –Acceptance: 3___ + 11___ = ___ -6___ =_____
Autonomy: 2___ + 12___ = ___ -18___ =_____
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NOTES:
- The WBI focuses on the domains identified in Anderson and Heyne’s book:
Anderson, L., & Heyne, L. (2012b) Therapeutic recreation practice: A strengths approach. State College,
PA: Venture. (now available from Sagamore Press)
-

Consider a simple agree or disagree response if the Likert scale is too confusing when you’re
administering the WBI.

-

Contact jwitman@ycp.edu if you’re interested in strengths based assessments, mobile apps and
leisure education activities associated with the WBI domains.

-

The RT Outcomes scale has been used as frame of reference for programs to assess the extent to
which they are promoting wellbeing. Sources for the characteristics are:
Ryff, C. (1989). Happiness is everything, or is it? Explorations on the meaning of psychological
well-being. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 57, 1069–1081.
Ryff, C., & Keyes, C. (1995). The structure of psychological well-being revisited. Journal of
Personality and Social Psychology, 69, 719–727.
Seligman, M. E. P. (2011). Flourish: A visionary new understanding of happiness and well-being.
New York, NY: Free Press.

- Check the ATRA Newsletter citation at the end of the introduction for a variety of ideas of how
RT’s promote the various components of wellbeing.

###
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Danny Pettry’s Recommendations

This book makes a great gift for a recreational therapist.

Do you want this book?

Get it here:
https://amzn.to/2LLPQjL
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Danny Pettry’s Recommendations

Get it here:
www.journeyscapedesign.com

Do you want to be recommended
by Danny Pettry and Rec Therapy
Today in our in our email newsletter,
fb page, or by solo emails?

Email: Danny@DannyPettry.com if you want to be recommended
by Danny Pettry – Rec Therapy Today
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Danny Pettry’s Recommendations

Get the T-shirt at
https://www.bonfire.com/recreation-therapist-definition/

Do you want to be recommended
by Danny Pettry and Rec Therapy
Today in our in our email newsletter,
fb page, or by solo emails?

Email: Danny@DannyPettry.com if you want to be recommended
by Danny Pettry – Rec Therapy Today
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Danny Pettry’s Recommendations

Get the T-shirt at Rec Therapy Today’s Amazon affiliate link:

https://amzn.to/2LhX5iS

Do you want to be recommended
by Danny Pettry and Rec Therapy
Today in our in our email newsletter,
fb page, or by solo emails?

Email: Danny@DannyPettry.com if you want to be recommended
by Danny Pettry – Rec Therapy Today
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